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THE SHAKESPEARE AT WINEDALE PROGRAM
Professor Jim Ayres, Founder/Director
Mary Madge Darlington, Assistant to the Director

SHAKESPEARE AT WINEDALE is an academic course, of six hours credit, offered through the Department of English at The University of Texas at Austin. Its purpose is to explore Shakespeare through performance. Students pursuing undergraduate, post-graduate, graduate, or professional degrees in any specialty or interest, at any college, university or professional school, are eligible to apply.

SHAKESPEARE AT WINEDALE requires 15 weeks of study and performance. During the first period of six weeks, students prepare themselves in an independent study-correspondence-conference course, reading the texts, source materials, and criticism. During the second period of nine weeks, students become lively residents of a small farming community: Winedale. For those two months, working at playing for 15-18 hours a day, they study in an old hay barn, the "great Globe" of Fayette County, Texas, finally performing for the public for four weeks in July and August.

Students are selected for the program through an application and interview process which begins January 15 and ends April 15. The final selections are announced on April 30. For applications, contact Professor Ayres, in the University of Texas Department of English, or write Shakespeare at Winedale, Parlin Hall 108, The University of Texas at Austin, TX 78712.

OUR FAN CLUB: SOME REALLY COOL PEOPLE

These really "cool" people have made possible the purchase of the evaporative cooling systems in the Theatre Barn. We hope they hear through our "we thank you" the voices of 26 years of students and audience, sighing relief. A special thanks to FRANCES HARRIS, Heart of my Heart Ranch, Round Top, for leading the funding effort.

Paul & Betsy Ache
Thomas & Jo Ann Berry
Bill & Julia Bishop of Broomfields B&B
Kate & Fred Campbell
Mrs. Newton Crain, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Sheldon Ekland-Olson
James & Susan Garrison
Mary Elizabeth Gillette
John R. Grace
Sam Graham
Mr. & Mrs. W. Carter Grinstead, Jr.
Bill & Frances Harris of Heart of My Heart B&B
Joy Howard**
Royce & Elva Keilers
Ed & Carolyn Ketchie
JoAnn Moss-Ayres
Carol Ann & Keith Quackenbush
Alec & Charlotte Rhodes
Betty & Ronay Sacks
Phillip & Rita Simon
Edward C. Stanton
Steven & Melanie Stringfellow
Dr. Terry Sullivan
C. Jan Swearingen
Emma Lee Turney
Mr. J. Henry Wilkinson, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Milton C. Williams
Sarah & Milt Williams

1997 PERFORMANCE WEEK SPONSORS

We are very pleased indeed to honor as "Sponsors" the very special contributions of these distinguished Friends of Shakespeare at Winedale.

JULIA AND BILL BISHOP, BROOKFIELD'S B&B, ROUND TOP, TEXAS
MARY GILLETTE, HOUSTON, TEXAS
CHARLOTTE AND ALEC RHODES, DRIPPING SPRINGS, TEXAS
THE SHAKESPEARE AT WINEDALE FORMER STUDENT FUND
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
J. HENRY WILKINSON, JR., AUSTIN, TEXAS

THE RITES OF SUMMER SHAKESPEARE

Every year members of the audience ask why the students gather in a circle before the performance behind the barn, what goes on there, and why we don't have - never have had - "curtain calls" at the end. The "circle" developed before the very first summer performance in 1971, when I called everyone outside to tell them that the theatre was full and that since the audience had blocked our entrance paths, we had to change our staging. That was but five minutes before the play. I have a photograph of that moment, when Gail, Robert, Jackie, and Donald looked at one another in amazement. They took hands, suddenly realizing that they had formed a circle. They were quiet for several minutes, and then they walked into the theatre to perform, not knowing what they would encounter, how they would develop the play in the new situation. They were splendid. They may have done it out of fear. But they did it.

This ritual gathering of the players is a way of preparing for a journey through a world - where they pretend to be something they are not and you find belief in that - to the other side of the theatre. Their second encounter with you, at the reception after the play, is our version of the traditional "curtain call". The ending is another kind of sharing: we want to hear about your experience and we are generally not reticent in telling you of ours. We've been waiting for you since early June and are very happy you've come.

Welcome to our 27th summer.
- Jim Ayres
DEDICATION
We dedicate the 27th summer of SHAKESPEARE AT WINEDALE to
J. HENRY WILKINSON, JR.
who with his Lucy entered our summer lives one July morning more than a decade ago to embrace everything we were and hoped to be, knowing before we knew how desperately we yearned for their care.

THE TRAGEDY OF
KING RICHARD THE SECOND

Dramatis Personae

KING RICHARD THE SECOND.................................................. Andrew Bond
JOHN OF GAUNT, Duke of Lancaster, uncle to the King.................. Brad Wier
HENRY BOLINGBROKE, Duke of Hereford.................................. Daniel M. Sacks
son of John of Gaunt; afterwards King Henry IV
THOMAS MOWBRAY, Duke of Norfolk........................................ Mark Lovell
THE DUCHESS OF GLOUCESTER, widow to................................. Julia Hart
Thomas of Woodstock, Duke of Gloucester
EDMUND OF LANGLEY, Duke of York, uncle to the King.............. Oscar S. Cisneros
DUKE OF ALMERLE, son to the Duke of York.............................. Matt Kozusko
LORD MARSHAL, son to the Duke of York................................. Kate Woodruff
TWO HERALDS........................................................................ Sarah Kennedy, Sangeeta Shah

EARL OF NORTHUMBLED
SIR HENRY GREEN
SIR JOHN BUSBY
SIR JOHN BAGOT
ISABEL, Queen to King Richard
HARRY PERCY, surnamed Hotspur, son to the Earl of Northumberland
LORD BERKELEY
EARL OF SALISBURY
SIR STEPHEN SCROOP
BISHOP OF CARLISLE
LADY ATTENDANT UPON QUEEN ISABEL
SIR PIERCE OF ETON
HIS SERVANT
DUCHESS OF YORK
A GARDENER
A CHORUS OF WOMEN

Dramatis Personae

LEONTES, King of Sicilia.......................................................... Matt Kozusko
MAMILIUS, young Prince of Sicilia........................................... Jake Stringfellow
CAMILLO................................................................................... Ryan Bland
ANTIGONUS,.......................................................... four Lords of Sicilia
CLEOMENES,
DION
POLIXENES, King of Bohemia.................................................. Daniel M. Sacks
FLORIZEL, Prince of Bohemia.................................................... Brad Wier
ARCHIDAMUS, a Lord of Bohemia............................................. Andrew Bond
OLD SHEPHERD, reputed father of Perdita................................. Sangeeta Shah
CLOWN, his son......................................................................... Kate Woodruff
AUTOLYCUS, a rogue............................................................... Mark Lovell
A MARINER.............................................................................. Juleeta White
HERMIONE, Queen to Leontes................................................... Sarah Kennedy
PERDITA, daughter to Leontes and Hermione............................. Sarah Hagge
PAULINA, wife to Antigonus..................................................... Melissa Kaplan
EMILIA, a lady attending on Hermione,
MOPSA .................................................. Shepherdesses
DORCAS.......................................................... Shepherdesses

THE WINTER'S TALE

Dramatis Personae

JULIETTA WHIT ........................................................................ Juleeta White
JULIETTA WHIT........................................................................ Juleeta White
SARAH WYATT STRINGFELLOW, Juleeta White
SARAH WYATT STRINGFELLOW, Juleeta White
JIM AYRES................................................................................ Brad Wier
JULIETTA WHIT.......................................................... Sarah Kennedy
JULIETTA WHIT.......................................................... Sarah Kennedy
Oscar S. Cisneros
MARK LOVELL, Daniel M. Sacks
THE TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA

Dramatis Personae

EMPRESS, mother to Silvia.................................................Sangeeta Shah
VALENTINE, the two gentlemen........................................Mark Lovell
PROTEUS, Mark Awad
ANTONIO, father to Proteus.............................................Andrew Bond
THURIO, a foolish rival to Valentine.................................Ryan Fiald
EGLAMOUR, agent for Silvia in her escape.........................Oscar S. Cisneros
HOST, where Julia lodges..................................................Melissa Kaplan
OUTLAWS, with Valentine.................................................Andrew Bond, Matt Kozusko, Daniel M. Sacks, Brad Wier
SPEED, page to Valentine.................................................Sarah Hagge
LAUNCE, a clownish servant to Proteus...............................Julaeta White

PANTHINA, servant to Antonio...........................................Julie Hart
JULIA, beloved of Proteus................................................Kate Woodruff
SILVIA, beloved of Valentine..........................................Sarah Kennedy
LUCETTA, waiting-woman to Julia.....................................Jeb Lanning-Paulk
CRAB, Launce’s Dog..........................................................Brad Wier
FAN BOY, servant to the Empress......................................Jeb Lanning-Paulk
THE THURIETTES, Thurio’s musical back-up group..............Andrew Bond, Matt Kozusko, Daniel M. Sacks, Brad Wier
MOYSES, VALERIUS, two more outlaws..............................Melissa Kaplan
MILANITES, Ensemble.....................................................Sarah Kennedy

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

For 27 years, we’ve found both in our immediate community and well beyond it, expressions of kindness, of genuine concern for what happens here every summer. You have touched our lives in ways well beyond your intent.

We trust that you will understand our first priority: food. thank you ANGELENE again and again, not only for the talent, care, and concern you bring to your job; but also for the things you do for us that are above and beyond the call of duty, like bringing us special treats. Thanks also to LORAINIE for her support.

Once again, GLORIA and her staff have helped us through the summer; GLORIA with reservations and the general organization of our enterprise; KAY and DELORIES in the office, RONALD and PERCY and JANICE in the field, and KAREL, our resident Puck, who appears magically before dawn ready to sweep our dust behind her door. Thanks also to DELORIES for bringing us her discoveries of wigs and gowns to add to our costume chest.

Special thanks to former student JEFF LARSEN, who calls each summer to find out what we need. This year, he fashioned two swords for us and some new armor and took time to come teach our students how to make more. Many thanks to DR. PATRICK CLEMONS, of La Grange Family Health Clinic, for his time and patience in healing us when we’re sick and for the phone consultations and the house call he made this summer. Thanks to former student SUSAN BAKER for picking up our make-up in San Antonio and bringing it and his merry self to us. Also, thanks to her and her husband GORDON BAKER, of Baker Signs and Designs in Georgetown for helping us with our banners yet again.

We greatly appreciate the visits from former students CLAYTON STROMBERGER of the Austin American Statesman and JAYNE NOBLE of the Dallas Morning News. Each spent a considerable amount of time with us, visiting with the students, commenting on our work, and inspiring us while writing thorough and thoughtful stories about the work and play we do here. And, they each bought us drinks and candy to boot.

Some very special people in Round Top showered us with gifts: Wendy and Gerry Beaver, Rose Crain, and Melanie and Steve Stringfellow with swimming; The Round Top Chamber of Commerce, with a welcoming dinner at Francis and Bill Harris Heart of my Heart; Wagner’s Woodcraft “cedar elves,” with the use of their shop; Round Top Cafe, with Sunday pies(!); Bethlehem Lutheran Church, with the fun and fellowship at their annual ice cream social; and all the folks at Round Top Mercantile, especially Betty, Gene, Leanne, and Michael. Thanks also to Karen Lanning, Steve Paulk, and Virginia for allowing Jeb the dog to perform with us. The Stringfells honored us with a swimmingly wonderful hamburger supper under Round Top stars.

Many thanks also to all of the former students who wrote letters to the class and sent contributions to the scholarship fund. And thanks to Shanna, Jon, and Patrick for the care packages. We received special treats from Austin: from ‘The Bagel Manufactory, a month of bagels for breakfast; from Ruta Maya, a month of gourmet coffee; from Texas French Bread, a host of baguettes for our weekly Italian fare.

At the University of Texas we’ve been assisted by the Department of English: Jim Garrison, Sally Gordon, Bill Weaver, Sally Partridge, Cecilia Smith-Morris, and Koin Davis.

Finally, many thanks to Tyler and Paxton’s grandmother, JoAnn, for her buying trips, for her concern about our health, for her patience, smile, and love.
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

In 1972, the Friends of Winedale established a scholarship to recognize the distinguished accomplishment of a student in the Shakespeare class. Since that time, other generous people have made gifts to the Shakespeare at Winedale Scholarship Awards program to honor friends and loved ones, living and deceased. The Awards and recipients for 1997 are:

VIRGINIA WILLIAMS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP .......................................................... Sarah Kennedy
IMA HOGG MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ................................................................. Mark Awad
FRIENDS OF WINDELAL SCHOLARSHIP ................................................................. Oscar S. Cisneros
MAMA AND PAPA WAGNER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ...................................... Daniel M. Sacks
RHODES CENTENNIAL SCHOLARSHIP ................................................................. Andrew Bond
LUCY AND HENRY WILKINSON SCHOLARSHIP .................................................... Melissa Kaplan
ELVA AND ROYCE KEILERS SCHOLARSHIP ......................................................... Juleeta White
DONALD BRITTON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP .................................................... Mark Lovell
LOIS WOOD BURKHALTER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ........................................ Kate Woodruff
RUTH ADAMS WALTERS SCHOLARSHIP .............................................................. Sarah Hage
JACK GILLETTE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP .......................................................... Matt Kozusko
ARIEL ROSE GODWIN SCHOLARSHIP ................................................................. Ryan Eilander
DR. ROBERT E. LINDBERG SCHOLARSHIP ............................................................ Brad Weir
TERRY GALLOWAY SCHOLARSHIPS ......................................................................... Julie Hart
Sangeeta Shah

HONORS FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP

In 1986, Lucy and Henry Wilkinson, of Austin, began another tradition by making a gift to the SHAKESPEARE AT WINDELAL scholarship fund with the intent of bestowing Life Membership upon a former student. Since that time, other generous Friends of Shakespeare at Winedale have honored other students the same way. This year's inductee is:

JENNIFER SPOHRER (1991, 1993)

Former students entitled to Life Membership at Winedale are:

Kathy Blackbird (1984, 1986)  Terry Galloway (1972-76; 80)
Dolly Brekke (1970-74)        Alice Gordon (1972-75)
Donald Britton (1971-75)      Joy Howard (1979-80)
Don Brode (1988-90)           Jerald Head (1974-76)
Mary Collins (1975-77)        Kirsten Kern (1985-87)
Mary Madge Darlington (1989-90; 93-94)  Tara Kirkland (1990)
                                   Jeff Larsen (1978; 80; 83)
                                   James Loehlin (1983-84)
                                   Bruce Meyer (1979-80)
                                   Robin Mize (1979; 83)
                                   Virginia Rufener (1990-92)
                                   Clare Szabo (1985-87)
                                   Eric Thomas (1986)
                                   David Ziegler (1985-87)
                                   Susan Baker (1994)

THE CHRISTMAS “WISH LIST”

We sent our first “wish list” in November, 1993. Since we have never addressed funding for the special “operational” needs of new theatre lamps, postage, cooling the theatre, make-up, light bulbs, advertisement and printing costs and new cushions, we thought we’d try to catch you in the holiday spirit of giving. We did. A very special thanks here to our “Christmas Friends of 1996”.

Mr. & Mrs. U. E. Atkinson
Dr. & Mrs. Henry Boehm, Jr.
Karen J. Bordelon
Kathryn & Robert Butler
Paul & Ojuana Carter, Jr.
Lisa Wood Coleman*
Bill & Paula Gilligan
Sam Graham
Dr. & Mrs. Gregory Hemphill
Michael John Hocko*
Joy Howard**
Ed & Carolyn Ketchie
Mary & Rodney Koenig
Carolyn Montgomery
Alec & Charlotte Rhodes
Patricia A. Rhodes
Christine Solinski Romero*
Jeffrey & Linda Spencer
Steven & Melanie Stringfellow
C. J. Swearingen
Carol Ann Valcik
George and Leona Wagner
Carolyn F. Warren

THE FRIENDS OF SHAKESPEARE AT WINDELAL

O brave new world, that has such people in it!

SHAKESPEARE AT WINDELAL is alive and well today, vigorously approaching the 21st century because we’ve had the enthusiastic support, faithful audience, and generous giving of our Friends. From the beginning, we’ve met our scholarship and operating costs for the program through gifts from individual donors, (many of them former students) business, matching programs, and foundations.

Our funding program invites Friends to select a level of support comfortable to them:

LIFE BENEFICTOR $2000.00
(or four consecutive years at $600.00)
LIFE PATRON $1000.00
(or four consecutive years at $300.00)
PATRON $250.00
SUSTAINING MEMBER $100.00
ASSOCIATE MEMBER $50.00
CONTRIBUTING MEMBER $25.00

Life Benefactors and Life Patrons have the privilege of directing their gifts toward PERFORMANCE WEEK SPONSORSHIPS, HONORS FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS or the GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND. The PERFORMANCE WEEK SPONSORSHIP invites gifts to underwrite all expenses for public performance weeks. Each performance week requires $3,000.00. We offer three approaches: “Single Sponsorship” ($3000.00), “Joint Sponsorship” ($1500.00), and “Shared Sponsorship” ($1000.00). Privileges and directions of giving for the other categories are explained in the program.
DONORS TO THE SHAKESPEARE AT WINDEALE SCHOLARSHIP FUND

KING HENRY

We are very pleased to announce the gift of a new endowment:

THE LUCY AND HENRY WILKINSON

Henry's bequest is yet another of his generous gifts of friendship, of genuine concern for our learning experience, and love of performance. Henry hopes that others will come forward to join him in this new endowment effort. He is making ready the future of Shakespeare here, the 21st century, and he is excited, as we are, about the 30th anniversary and special reunion in August 2000.

LIFE BENEFICTORS

Through the imagination and bold initiative of Julia and Bill Bishop of Broomfield's B&B, Round Top, we've created a new, distinguished, level of giving for Shakespeare at Winedale. Julia and Bill have invited everyone to join them as "Benefactors", (especially Life Patrons, with an additional gift of $1,000.00). Our new Life Benefactors are:

Julia and Bill Bishop, Broomfield's B&B, Round Top, Tx
Mary Elizabeth Gillette, Houston, Tx
Charlotte and Alec Rhodes, Dripping Springs, Tx.
Rita and Phillip Simon, San Antonio, Tx.
J. Henry Wilkinson, Jr., Austin, Tx.

MATCHING FOUNDATIONS

We thank the following corporations and foundations for participating in our matching programs:

Amoco
Monosanto
Shell Oil
Tenneco
Exxon
Motorola
Tandy
Texas Instruments

LIFE PATRONS

Anderson Clayton & Co.
Barbara B. Ayres
Bradley, Emily, Whitney, & Jonathan Ayres*
Darrell, Sandy, Geoffrey, & Kelly Elizabeth Ayres*
Jo Ann & Jim Ayres
Susan Baker**
Juan E. Bango
Cory & Wendy Beaver
Marion Bitter
Kathryn M. Blackbird**
The Sarah Campbell Blaffer Foundation
Breed & Company, Austin
Ann & Truman Breed, Jr.
Dolly Becke**
Donald Britton**
Don Brode**
Aubrey Carter*
Mary Collins**
Mary Madge Darlington**
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Donahue
Dr. Tomly C. Douglas
Terry Downey**
Tina & Bert Garrett
Kathy, Michael, & Ariel Rose Godwin
Alice Gordon**
Martha Grothus
Roger & Donna Bolding Hamilton
Bill & Frances Harris of Heart of My Heart B&B
Bill Hawn
Jerald Head**
Dr. & Mrs. Gregory Hemphill
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan Hole
Hope & Causey, PC
Virginia W. Houghton
Joy Howard**
The Burdine Johnson Foundation
Royce & Elva Keilers
Kirsten Kern**
Tara Kirkland**
Professor Karl Klein
Mae Mallory & William Krulak
Jeff Larsen**
Dr. James Lochlin**
Sharon, Jack, Dwayne & Jackie Mathis
Dr. Bruce Meyer**
Robin Mize**
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Peter
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Polite
Sandy & Ted Reed
The Round Top Inn
The Round Top Mercantile Co.
Virginia Ruffer**
John Runzkiiewicz
Betty & Ronny Sacks
The Lemuel Scarbrough Foundation
Clare & Harold Scherer
Mrs. Harlan Smith
Ernie & Mary Gayle Stromberger
C. Jan Swearingen
Claire Saba**
Ms. Paula Sue Thiede
Eric Thomas**
The Trull Foundation
Emma Lee Tumey
Marvin Vexler
Marilyn & Edrol Wagner
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel A. White
Dr. & Mrs. Milton C. Williams
Sarah & Milt Williams
Paul B. Woodruff
David Ziegler**
Angeleene Zwememann

PATRON MEMBERSHIP

Vera Early Britton
Dianne & Bob Brode
J. Talifaero & Malou Fato*
James & Susan Garrison
Bill & Paula Gilligan
Sam Graham
Shari Gray*
Frank & Kathy Johnston
Ed & Carolyn Ketchie
Ronald & Liz Klump
Bruce & Christie Jo Meyer*
Jennifer Spohrer*

SUSTAINING MEMBERSHIP

Paul & Betsy Ache
Martha Adams
William & Louise Anazalone
Mr. & Mrs. U. E. Atkinson
Thomas & Jo Ann Berry
Rosa Bludworth
Andy Boud* 
Jack & Marian Breen
Kathryn & Robert Butler
Kate & Fred Campbell
Ed and Faye Carpenter
Mrs. Newton Crain, Jr.
Wallace, Alice, & John Crow
R. Alan & Carol Dunlap
Tracy Early
David & Carolyn Edwards
Dr. & Mrs. Sheldon Egeland-Olson
Steve & Tricia Elder
Peter & Samantha Feinstein
Dr. Gene Fendt*
Marc & Lexi Flach*
Mr. & Mrs. John Fraser
Jaine Omar Garza*
Edwin & Frances Gau
John R. Grace
Mr. & Mrs. W. Carter
Gristmill, Jr.
Leon & Babbette Hale
Graham T. Hall, M.D.*
Mrs. Dorsey B. Hardeman
Robert Harrington
Dr. & Mrs. William Hart
Joe & Kay Hart
Julia Hart*
Jose Angel Hernandez
Herrmann Print Shop, Inc.
Sandra Gayle Hine*
Mr. & Mrs. R. Hochstedler
Vicki Gasche Holzer
Jenny Jackson*
Robert Louis Jackson*
Maud W. Keeling
Doug Knutzen
Eryn Kozusko
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie Ledger
Ledger Rentals
Patsy Lesley
Lesley & Associates, Inc.
Jeng-Shung & Wen Liaw
Dr. Limaye
Earl & Natalie Litman
Dr. & Mrs. John C. Lochlin
Mark Arrington Lovell*
Kirk Elliot Lynn*
Dr. Hans & Marion Mark
Sustaining Membership continued

Jeanne H. McCarthy
Thomas & M. Fran Mergen
Stephanie K. Modlin*
Carolyn Montgomery
Mrs. James Norman
Gail Palermo McDonald*
Robert J. Pesek
Bob & Mary Anne Pickens
Carol Ann & Keith Quackenbush
Pamela Raftery

Bill & Lois Rankin
Patricia A. Rhodes
Royston & Phyllis Roberts
Mr. & Mrs. W. Robert Rolinson
Round Top State Bank
Tony & Kay Scanapicco
Jay & Bhanu Shah
Celeste Sheppard, M.D.
Andre & Carolyn Silva
Harlan J. Smith Memorial
David & Nancy Snyder
Christine Solinski Romero*
Edward Stanton
Don Seiler & Susan Starnes
Clayton & Polly Stromberger
Robert E. Taylor
Robert E. Tieman
Cheryl, Chris, & Ben Travis*
Tricklecreek Farms BesB
Carolyn F. Warren

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Jack & Karen Absher
Mr. & Mrs. L. V Anderson
Mark Awad*
Charles & Susan Bailey
Janet Johnson Bartholomew
George & Jean Biggs
Dr. & Mrs. Henry Boehm, Jr.
Kathryn G. Booth
Mr. & Mrs. Ludwig Brand
Brand's Branching Ranch
Ruth & Gene Busic
Paul & Ojuana Carter, Jr.
Oscar Casneres*
Tom & Francine Collins
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Collmer
Sondra C. Creighton
Dr. Chris G. Dalrymple
Nolly & Joe Dixon
Irene Duffield
Ryan Eiland*
Hunter D. Ellinger
Bill & Charlotte Flynn
Sanford & Lisa Gottesman

Sarah Haage*
Emma N. J. Hampton
Ronald & Patricia Hartberger
Carolyn Hastedt
Clovis & Maryann Heimsath
Stacey & Larry Heit*
Deborah Higgins
Ann & Brian Huddleston
Gloria Jaster
Barry Evans Jones*
Liz Kallus
Asagar & Khadija Kapasi
Melissa Kaplan*
Sarah Kennedy*
Mary & Rodney Koenig
Dr. & Mrs. Rodger Koppa
Matz Kozusko*
Aron & Marian Lundborg
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Lynn
Louis H. Mackey
Rev. & Mrs. Milton Maly
Bryant & Helen Mauk
Walter M. Maurer, Jr.
Charlotte Mergen
Dr. & Mrs. George Meyer
Gerrell D. Moore
Ernie Muenzenberger
Donald & Betty Nelson
Dana and Emily Palmer
Herbert & Geraldine Paseur
Thomas & Alpha Patterson
J. Ramsey & D. Perkins
Dan & Beth Person
Lynn Plagens
Harley & Jaymie Ronder
Betty B. Ray
Robert & Carolyn Reger
Stepan Riaha
Elizabeth & Tim Ruelli*
Daniel Sacks*
Michael & Terrisa Schmidt
David & Lisa Schuster
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Schwab
Sangeeta Shah*
Ernest Alonzo Sharpe, Jr.*
Carrie & Ed Schenake

CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS

Tim & Joan Abrams
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Alves
Paula Archer
Gloria & John Ayres
Marjorie Wilke-Baker & Richard Baker
Janet B. Beck
Nina & Walter Benier
Patricia Hembree & Patrick Bennett
William Biddison
Madeline Blaylock
Karen J. Bordelon
Mark Bouler*
Kevin Joseph Boyle*
Sandra Brindley
Dana & Reba Brownlee
L. K. Buller*
Jerome Bump
Dr. Jackie Byars*
Stella P. Carenon, Ph.D.
Ron & Dorothy Cimrozki
Jane Clispehn
Jacquelyn Cole
Lisa Wood Coleman*
The Daisy Gift & Antique Shop
Robert & Sonja Dalgliesh
Elizandra De La Sota, Ph.D.
Mr. & Mrs. Gerard Dhooge
Mrs. Artha M. Dimon
S. Carter Dinyard
R. Goldman & Heather Dolstra*

Dr. & Mrs. Michael Duffy
Dr. & Mrs. Fred Ellison
Mr. & Mrs. James Engelking
Jan Faulcon
Jack & Edith Flinn
David Forrest
Jeanie Foutz*
Dr. Cren Rae Gertner*
Howard Giese
Bob & Joyce Girouard
Jim Sampson & Carolyn Gremminger
John Greytok
John & Karen Gunn
Rev. & Mrs. Clarence Hagens
Harold A. Hall
Dorothy Harper
Charlotte C. Harris
Dr. Kurt Heinselman
Ellen Hinds, D.V.M.
Delphine & Rosa Lee Hintz
Donald & Lara Hite
Michael John Hocke*
Elise Hunt*
L. Rockwood & Leenin Irvin
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Jackson
Joe & Betty Jennings
Connie & Preston Johnson
Frank Kavanaugh
Jacqueline Kenagy-Valtier*
David & Cathy Kern
Caroline Kline

Mrs. Edith Klump
Joanne Lammers*
K. Seafield & F. Lantham
Karen Lanning & Steve Paulk
& Virginia
M. E. LaRue
Karen Linturn
Crawford & Jessica Long
Neil & Ann Megaw
Dr. & Mrs. J. Moldenhauer
Mrs. Edith Moss
Marion Muenzenberger
Gavin Mundy*
Barbara M. Myers
Dr. John L. Norman
Christopher Oakland*
Pam's Hair Fashions
Peter Diamond Pantzche
Patti & Harry Penkert
Catharine Perry
George Bennett Perry*
Mrs. Curtis Quade
Dorothy Rattey
Dr. & Mrs. Jimmie Reese
William & Susan Reid
H. Linder & W. Rogers
Louis & Cherrell Rose
Lauren Ross
Dan Rucker*
Robert & Cecilia Ruckert
John Rumrich
Randolph Lee Runnels*

Laura Smith Travers*
Dolley Cross & Bernice Speer
Jeffrey & Linda Spencer
John W. & Patricia Stevens
M. Deitch & M. F. Sturley
Mary Teague
Eric & Laura Thomas*
Barbara Wilson & Elliot Trester
George & Elva Ullrich
Zula W. Vizard
George and Leona Wagner
J. Craig Wallace*
Jim & Barbara Warren
Dan and Louette Weiser
Juleeta White*
Brad Wier*
Maureen Winn
Sally Millie Ray Womack
& Paul Womack
Kate Woodruff*
Mrs. Miriam York

Virginia Russell
Andrew & Tiffany Savener
Howard & Martha Schultz
Kenneth Shepardson
Joyce Sims
Richard C. South*
Georgia Spear
John & Susan Dean Stayton
Kenneth & Melanie Stein
Ron & Laurie Stock
Mary Tausch
Frank & Sandra Teykl
Mr. & Mrs. Merrill Tubbs
Rae Turrentine
Myrtle Kahn Uhr
Athene Vaughn
Santra & David Wahlgren
Richard & Susan Ward
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Wegner
Bill & Diane Welch
Nick Wilkinson*
Ron & Johnny Wilmeth
Jennifer Wilson
Dr. & Mrs. Dorman Winfrey
Gerald & Shirley Woode
Mr. & Mrs. John Yeman

Gift received as of July 17, 1997
*Former Student
**Student Honors for Life Membership